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Birth status in Taiwan (LBH & VLBH)
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Premature Infant Diary

Communication Between family and medical staff

Record Health record from birth to 2 years

Care Assists and guides in parenting 

Resources Other relevant information

Provide support and resources
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Planning Process

• 14 workshops 
• Outline 

Content

•Professional 
commendation

•Content & wording
• Design & editing 

• Twenty parents
• Five pediatricians
• Across north, 

central, south, and         
• eastern cities

• Articles review
• Referenced six 

little baby 
handbooks 
from five 
countries

Parent’s
1.Needs &

Desires
2.PreferenceParent

Interview 

Working 
Group 

Literature 
review

Professional 
meetings
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Phased Care Map

Six Major Features

Black & white card 

Self-aware QR code

Record Baby development assessment

Care at every stage

Self-emotion and cognition 

Healthcare records

Stimulates vision and brain 
development

Health education and subsidized 
services

Corrected age development and schedule 
reminders 6



Phased Care Map

01
02

03

03 Home care and growth notes

02 Discharge preparation period

01 Health care during Hospitalization
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Health care during Hospitalization

Get to know about hospital equipment

You can Resize without losing quality

You can Change Fill Color &
Line Color

Information on auxiliary 
treatment equipment, 
record on progress and 
changes in treatments.
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Care needs and Medical records

You can Resize without losing quality

You can Change Fill Color &
Line Color

Precautions to know before 
discharge

Care tips：
1. Breastfeeding and 

nourishment problems
2. Body temperature 

regulation
3. Sleep and sleeping 

environment?
4. Stress behavior?

營養與哺育

👉an e-book
Premature infant 
homecare handbook
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Growth record: body weight and feeding data

You can Resize without 
losing quality
You can Change Fill Color 
&
Line Color

You can Resize without losing quality

You can Change Fill Color &
Line Color

Parents can learn their 
baby’s growth condition 
through their record sheet

Regular recording items by 
parents:
1. Weight and 

breastfeeding time
2. Frequency of 

breastfeeding
3. Bottle feeding volume
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Discharge preparation period

Parents self-examination and self-awareness

You can Resize without 
losing quality
You can Change Fill Color 
&
Line Color

You can Resize without losing quality

You can Change Fill Color &
Line Color

QR code in the handbook 
provided for information on 
home care methods

Parents are to confirm 
with the medical staff 
and record the 
precautions before 
discharge.
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Infant pre-discharge Record Form

You can Resize without 
losing quality
You can Change Fill Color 
&
Line Color

You can Resize without losing quality

You can Change Fill Color &
Line Color

Record the pre-discharge 
medical record and 
reminders for follow-up 
inspection items and date

Provide important follow-up 
inspection, medication and 
health education information 
for parents to record when 
they are discharged from the 
hospital
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Reminder of emergency treatment

You can Resize without 
losing quality
You can Change Fill Color 
&
Line Color

You can Resize without losing quality

You can Change Fill Color &
Line Color

Observe the baby's condition.
If needed, seek medical 
attention as soon as possible

Integrating medical 
institution in close 
proximity to deal with 
emergency medical 
condition as needed.
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Social welfare resources and healthcare subsidies

You can Resize without 
losing quality
You can Change Fill Color 
&
Line Color

You can Resize without losing quality

You can Change Fill Color &
Line Color

Public-private sector 
integration for comprehensive 
healthcare services for children

QR code links are provided 
for information on 
healthcare resources and 
health educational videos
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Home care and growth notes

Infant home care records

Every child has different 
needs, parents can learn 
about their child’s growth 
and development through 
the handbook records.

1. Actual age (vaccination) 
2. Corrected age (growth 

and development, motor 
and behavior 
development, and 
supplementary food)
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Development warning and early intervention

Premature infants are to be 
evaluated by corrected age. 
If exceeds warning time 
then seek medical attention 
as soon as possible.

Inspection items:
1. Gross motor
2. Fine motor
3. Language and cognition
4. Social interaction
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Record every moment of baby’s 1st growth

Every child’s growth is 
unique, Parents can record 
various first growth records 
in the handbook

Record moments such as: 
first time standing up, first 
time saying “Pa” or “Ma”, 
first teething etc.
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Special complications and auxiliary tools

Special Complications

Premature infants with 
complications at birth 
needs continuous attention 
and monitoring

The Q&A section in the 
handbook provides parents 
with a better understanding 
on the symptoms and 
treatment of possible 
complications in their child
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Special complications and auxiliary tools

Black and white card

Stimulates the vision 
development in infants

Prolonged stimulation 
by figure card can 
promote vision and 
brain development in 
infants
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